On static triplet structures in fluids with quantum behavior.
The problem of the equilibrium triplet structures in fluids with quantum behavior is discussed. Theoretical questions of interest to the real space structures are addressed by studying the three types of structures that can be determined via path integrals (instantaneous, centroid, and total thermalized-continuous linear response). The cases of liquid para-H2 and liquid neon on their crystallization lines are examined with path-integral Monte Carlo simulations, the focus being on the instantaneous and the centroid triplet functions (equilateral and isosceles configurations). To analyze the results further, two standard closures, Kirkwood superposition and Jackson-Feenberg convolution, are utilized. In addition, some pilot calculations with path integrals and closures of the instantaneous triplet structure factor of liquid para-H2 are also carried out for the equilateral components. Triplet structural regularities connected to the pair radial structures are identified, a remarkable usefulness of the closures employed is observed (e.g., triplet spatial functions for medium-long distances, triplet structure factors for medium k wave numbers), and physical insight into the role of pair correlations near quantum crystallization is gained.